Macroscale white matter pathways form the infrastructure for large-scale communication in 61 the human brain, a prerequisite for healthy brain function. Conversely, disruptions in the 62 brain's connectivity architecture are thought to play an important role in a wide range of 63 psychiatric and neurological brain disorders. Here we show that especially connections 64 important for global communication and network integration are involved in a wide range of 65 brain disorders. We report on a meta-analytic connectome study comprising in total 895 66 patients and 1,016 controls across twelve neurological and psychiatric disorders. We 67 extracted disorder connectome fingerprints for each of these twelve disorders, which were 68 then combined into a cross-disorder disconnectivity involvement map, representing the 69 observed across a wide range of neurological and psychiatric disorders 13,14 . Potentially, these 89 disconnectivity patterns converge across disorders to the hypothesized vulnerable substrate of 90 central connections. Such convergence is further suggested by observations that multiple 91 neuropsychiatric disorders involve overlapping neural circuits 15,16 , share genetic risk factors 92 [17] [18][19] , and display high comorbidity 20 and shared brain phenotypes 16 . However, so far, 93 disease connectome studies have mostly been focused on single or small sets of disorders, 94 and do not provide discriminative power to identify cross-disorder biological patterns of 95 white matter disconnectivity 21,22 . 96
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Edge-wise centrality measures 159
We investigated the vulnerability of central connections by examining the cross-disorder 160 involvement of 25% most central connections identified by edge-wise centrality measures. 161
The importance of connections for global network integration was measured by the edge-162 betweenness centrality, counting the number of shortest topological paths through each 163 connection. Connections with high betweenness centrality were significantly more often 164 involved across disorders than in randomized cross-disorder involvement maps (27% higher, 165 p = 0.0001, Figure 4 ). An extended definition of global network integration is given by 166 network communicability which considers all possible walks between nodes in the network. 167
Connections with large edge-removal effect on the network communicability also showed 168 significantly higher cross-disorder involvement (12% higher, p = 0.0304), further suggesting 169 disproportionally high cross-disorder effects in connections central for global 170 communication. In contrast, connections with strong contribution to local network 171 organization, measured by the network clustering coefficient, did not show a predisposition 172 for cross-disorder involvement (p = 0.7330). Finally, cross-disorder involvement was 42%8 increased among spatially long connections (>50 mm) in comparison with cross-disorder 174 involvement maps with permuted disconnectivity effects (p < 0.0001). 175
176

Global FA effects 177
To verify independence of the association between network measures and cross-disorder 178 involvement from global FA differences (as often reported in case-control studies 60,61 ), 179 additional permutation testing was performed in which subject labels were permuted, with 180 now, per disease and dataset, the global FA distribution in patient and control groups 181 preserved. Connections with high betweenness centrality again showed significantly higher 182 cross-disorder involvement (24% increase, p < 0.0001). Connections with high edge-removal 183 effect on network communicability also showed significantly higher cross-disorder 184 involvement (13% increase, p = 0.0092). Cross-disorder involvement was also higher among 185 the spatially longest connections (>50 mm), with a 36% higher cross-disorder involvement as 186 compared to short connections (<50 mm, p < 0.0001). 187
188
Robustness analyses 189
High rich club involvement was also observed when classification of rich club, feeder and 190 local connections were based on a smaller (7% or 9% highest degree regions) or larger set of 191 hub regions (18% or 25% highest degree regions). For all sets of hub regions, the associated 192 rich club connections showed significantly higher cross-disorder involvement than the 193 associated local connections (24% -26% higher, all p < 0.05, Figure SI connections, rich club connections showed significantly higher cross-disorder involvement at 218 the strict 5% (32% higher, p = 0.0241) and 10% (24% higher, p = 0.0135) percentages. 219
Moreover, significantly increased cross-disorder involvement was observed among central 220 connections selected by edge betweenness (18% -42% higher, all p < 0.05) and spatial 221 wiring length (30% -63% higher, all p < 0.05) at all percentages. Central connections 222 selected by edge-removal effect on communicability showed significantly higher cross-223 disorder involvement, when selecting the stricter set of 10% of the connections as disorder 224 involved (15% higher, p = 0.0288). 225
226
To verify that the results were not driven by a single disorder, we performed a leave-one-out 227 analysis in which all analyses were repeated leaving out one disorder at a time 228 The observation of overlapping disconnectivity patterns across brain disorders is in 315 agreement with the hypothesis that brain disorders are interrelated 17 and prompts for a 316 careful consideration of disease disconnectivity findings. Disconnectivity findings of single-317 disorder connectome examinations may often be interpreted as disorder-specific 318 disconnectivity effects, which might not fully be the case considering the demonstrated 319 overlap in effects across disorders. This misattribution is perhaps most problematic in the 320 development of biomarkers for brain disorders based on disconnectivity fingerprints, where it 321 could result in overestimation of the disorder specificity of a presented biomarker. 322
323
Methodological issues have to be considered when interpreting our findings. While 324 combining data from multiple studies may implicitly account for real-world heterogeneity 325 and improve generalizability of observed results
95
, it is likely that combining data from 326 multiple studies may also reduce statistical power as a result of inter-study heterogeneity in 327 diagnoses, demographics, scanner and MRI acquisition protocols. We are aware of this 328 limitation and aimed to minimize the influence of study specific properties by directly 329 comparing control and patient data within each study first, before combining information 330 across the twelve disorders. Second, disorder disconnectivity fingerprints were based on 331 structural brain networks obtained by diffusion-based MRI, with white matter microstructural 332 integrity assessed by means of the metric of fractional anisotropy 47 . Fractional anisotropy is 333 however only an indirect marker of the micro-scale neuroarchitecture and diffusion weighted 334 imaging has recognized limitations with respect to the reconstruction of complex fibers and 335 connectome mapping 45, 96, 97 , which might result in underestimation of disconnectivity effects 336 within and across disorders. Third, our conclusions are based on effects seen across twelve 337 disorders, and it remains unclear whether our conclusions could be generalized to an even 338 wider range of brain disorders. To verify that the results were not driven by a single disorder, 339
we performed a leave-one-out validation analysis in which all analyses were repeated leaving 340 out one disorder at a time. Moreover, we possibly missed smaller sets of disorders that share 341 disconnectivity patterns. . Figure 1  365 provides an overview of all data included and a summary is provided in 
Cross-disorder analysis 406
Cross-disorder examination of disorder-related disconnectivity was performed in two steps. 407
Patient and control data were first compared within each dataset (in contrast to the alternative 408 of pooling all data into one large dataset) to ensure that patients and controls were matched 409 on age, sex and other demographics and scanner settings. This comparison provided for each 410 disorder a disconnectivity map quantifying the differences in connectivity strength between 411 patients and matched controls. Second, disorder disconnectivity maps were combined across 412 the twelve disorders to determine the distribution of disconnectivity effects across network 413 connections of the brain. This two-step approach optimized comparability of data across 414 studies with different MRI acquisition protocols. In what follows, we describe this procedure 415 in more detail, including the construction of the disorder disconnectivity maps and the cross-416 disorder involvement map, followed by the performed statistical analyses. 417
418
Step 1: Disorder disconnectivity map 419
Per disorder, a disconnectivity map was constructed by assessing the between-group 420 difference in FA of connections between patients and controls quantified by a Student's t-test 421 statistic. As such, we tested for lowered FA connectivity strength in the patient group 422 compared to the controls. Between-group analysis was performed for connections that were 423 present in 30% or more of the population of controls and patients to ensure sufficient 424 statistical power 33 . To correct for possible differences in degrees of freedom across 425 connections, t-test statistics were transformed to z-scores. 426
For the disorders PTSD, schizophrenia, Alzheimer's disease and MCI, for which 427 multiple datasets were available, a disorder disconnectivity map was first calculated per 428 dataset and then combined into an average disorder disconnectivity map using Stouffer's 429 method for combining independent tests by averaging the z-scores in the disorder 430 disconnectivity maps across datasets 48, 49 . 431
In total, this resulted in a disorder disconnectivity map for each of the 12 included 432 brain disorders. Next, the top 15% connections with highest z-scores were selected as the set 433 of most involved connections in that disorder, performing, per disorder, a proportional 434 thresholding on the disorder-specific disconnectivity map with a density of 15%
50
. Results 435 using 5%, 10%, 20% or 25% involved connections are presented in the robustness analyses 436 section. 437
438
Step 2: Cross-disorder involvement map 439
The twelve thresholded disorder disconnectivity maps were combined into a total cross-440 disorder involvement map. To maximize comparability across studies and to avoid any 441 potential bias to one of the included datasets, connection effects were included for those 442 connections present in a reference group connectome map based on high-quality data of the Table 2 ). This set of regions was verified to display a rich club organization, 460
showing a higher-than-expected level of interconnectivity (p < 0.0001, compared with 10,000 461 degree-preserved rewired networks using permutation testing). 
Statistical analysis 488
Cross-disorder involvement. Significant subnetworks in the brain with increased cross-489 disorder involvement levels were identified using Network Based Statistics 59 . The cross-490 disorder involvement map was binarized by including connections with cross-disorder 491 involvement percentages above a specified NBS-threshold. Multiple NBS-thresholds (0%, 492 5%, …, 100%) were considered, capturing the trade-off between specificity and sensitivity of 493 the NBS-analysis. The number of connections in the greatest component of the thresholded 494 network was counted. Significance of this cluster was assessed using permutation testing by 495 comparison with the distribution of greatest component sizes in a null condition in whichdisease effects were randomized. For this, for each permutation, a cross-disorder involvement 497 map was calculated on a permuted subject sample in which subject labels (i.e. controls and 498 patients) were randomly reassigned (keeping patient and control group sizes intact). 10,000 499 permutations were examined and the percentage of the permutations in which the greatest 500 component was larger or equal to the observed greatest component was assigned as p-value 501 to the observed cross-disorder involvement. Regions with significantly high cross-disorder 502 involvement were similarly identified by comparison with the sample of subject-label 503 permuted cross-disorder involvement maps. To correct for multiple testing, p-values were 504 adjusted by the false discovery rate correction procedure 58 . 505
506
Network measures. Differences in mean cross-disorder involvement between rich club 507 and feeder, rich club and local, and feeder and local connection classes were statistically 508 assessed using permutation testing (10,000 permutations). In each permutation, connection 509 class labels were randomly shuffled and mean cross-disorder involvement of the classes was 510 computed over the permuted connections. Differences in cross-disorder involvement between 511 connection classes were computed for all permutations. The observed difference in cross-512 disorder involvement between two connection classes was assigned a p-value by computing 513 the percentage of permutations in which the difference between the two connection classes 514 was equal to or exceeded the observed difference. 515
The 25% connections most central connections selected by global network 516 integration, local network integration and the spatial embedding were examined. Exploring 517 other reasonable percentages (5%, 10%, …, 45%) for selecting central connections showed 518 consistent results that are reported in the robustness analyses. Cross-disorder involvement 519 levels were compared with the levels expected when disconnectivity was randomly 520 distributed using permutation testing, this to verify independence of our results from 521 connection properties such as connection prevalence or group-average connection strength. 522
For each permutation, subject labels were randomly reassigned and cross-disorder 523 involvement maps were calculated using the permuted subject-labeling. 10,000 permutations 524 were computed and cross-disorder involvement levels of the subsets of central connections 525
were calculated for each permutation. Based on this null distribution, the original effect was 526 assigned a p-value as the percentage of permutations in which the cross-disorder involvement 527 was equal to or exceeded the observed cross-disorder involvement. 528 529
Global FA effects 530
Additional permutation testing was performed to verify independence of our results from 531 global FA differences that are often reported in case-control studies 60, 61 . For each subject, 532 global FA was computed as the total FA strength of all connections. Next, subjects were 533 classified into ten global FA groups, group one with global FA in the interval [0, 0.1), group 534 two with global FA in the interval [0.1, 0.2), etc. For permutation testing, subject labels were 535 permuted within datasets, but now under the constraint of only allowing switching patient 536 and control labels of subjects assigned to the same global FA bin. As such, the resulting 537 global FA distribution of permuted patient and control groups was kept similar to the original 538 global FA distributions (and therewith also potential between-group differences in global 539 FA). 10,000 permutations were computed and, in each permutation, the cross-disorder 540 involvement of the subsets of connections was calculated. Observed effects were assigned a 541 p-value as the percentage of the permutations in which the measured effect was equal to or 542 exceeded the observed effect. Cross-disorder involvement Cross-disorder involvement Cross-disorder involvement Figure 4 . Edgewise network measures. From left to right, average cross-disorder involvement of connections with highest edge betweenness centrality (top 25% shown), highest edge-removal effect on communicability, highest edge removal effect on clustering and long-distance connections. Observed values (blue) were compared with average cross-disorder involvement in subject-label permuted maps (grey). Connections important for global topological (edge betweenness centrality, and communicability) and spatial (long-distance connections) integration showed significantly higher cross-disorder involvement levels than expected for randomly distributed disease effects (indicated by an asterisk *, p < 0.05).
Randomized disease effects 
